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Market Snapshot

Today

Prior Session

3-month Libor

0.13%

0.13%

10-Year Treasury

1.24%

1.27%

S&P 500

4,382

4,419

IG Corporates

1.95%

1.93%

HY Corporates

3.95%

3.89%

Municipals

0.87%

0.86%

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Bloomberg Barclays Indexes

Rates

Credit
It should come as little surprise that July saw some reversals of
recent trends as Treasury yields continued to fall, while credit
spreads rose, driving outperformance by the interest-rate
sensitive and higher-quality sectors, while speculative grade
bonds lagged.
We don’t think this trend will be sustained as Terasury yields
are likely to eventually find a bottom, before moving modestly
higher over the back-half of the year. We expect that credit
markets will remain well-supported, but with rising risks around
the delta variant, volatility is likely to remain elevated.

Treasury yields are once again on the move slightly lower this
morning on another round of global risk-off sentiment, despite
strong economic data out of Europe; US futures indicate that
stocks are set to open down around 0.50-1.0%.
Inflation data released this morning was slightly softer than
expected, the headline PCE number was in line with
expectations at +4.0% y/y, while core PCE excluding food &
energy was just +3.5% y/y compared to consensus of 3.7%.
We’ll see if yield curves can re-steepen on that data as it
should take some of the pressure off of the Fed, and some of
the steam out of yields at the front-end of the Treasury curve.

Source: RBC WM and Bloomberg

Municipals
Long maturity tax-exempts sold off for the second consecutive
trading session, while tax-exempts maturing 10-years and in
ended the session unchanged.
Investors added $1.4 billion to municipal bond funds, marking
the 21st consecutive week of inflows. Investors piled $770
million in short-end funds.
Source: RBC WM and Bloomberg

Hopes of reintroducing some form of Build America Bonds
faded this week when details of a $550 million infrastructure
plan were released with no mention of some sort of direct-pay
bond program similar to the Build America Bond program that
was implemented by the Obama administration.

Strategy & Economics
Key U.S. Economic Data Releases
Event

Period

Survey

Actual

Prior

Personal Income

Jun

-0.3%

0.1%

-2.2%

Personal Spending

Jun

0.7%

1.0%

-0.1%

PCE Deflator MoM

Jun

0.6%

0.5%

0.5%

PCE Deflator YoY

Jun

4.0%

4.0%

4.0%%

PCE Core Deflator MoM

Jun

0.6%

0.4%

0.5%

PCE Core Deflator YoY

Jun

3.7%

3.5%

3.4%

MNI Chicago PMI

Jul

64.1

-

66.1

Jul F

80.8

-

80.8

U. of Mich. Sentiment

Chart: University of Michigan Sentiment

Our Thoughts

Personal income levels showed improvement
during June reporting at 0.1% growth despite
Government stimulus checks and unemployment
benefits continuing to wane. Personal spending
data grew 1.0% driven by services and consumer
activity accelerating at a faster pace across the
U.S. economy.
University of Michigan sentiment is projected to
stay unchanged at 80.8 as fear of rising inflation
becomes more a concern despite transitory
remarks from the Fed. While sentiment has greatly
improved, levels are still well below the prepandemic shown by the left chart.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg

Prior Session Highlights & Analysis

Event

Period

Survey

Actual

Prior

GDP Annualized QoQ

2Q A

8.5%

6.5%

6.4%

GDP Price Index

2Q A

5.4%

6.0%

4.3%

Personal Consumption

2Q A

10.5%

11.8%

11.4%

Initial Jobless Claims

Jul 24

385k

400k

424k

Continuing Claims

Jul 17

3183k

3269k

3262k

Core PCE QoQ

2Q A

6.1%

6.1%

2.7%

Chart: Initial Jobless Claims Edge Lower

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg

Our Thoughts

Economic activity during the second quarter grew
6.5%, reflecting stronger consumer and business
confidence as the economy continues to accelerate
from the pandemic. In addition, personal
consumption reported positive data growing 11.8%
led by robust demand for goods.
Initial jobless claims declined to 400k despite
seasonal factors and auto plants recently reporting
a large increase in jobless claims, specifically in
Michigan and Kentucky. Job growth will likely
improve pace once the remaining states end
augmented unemployment benefits in September.
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